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COOKBOOK
REVIEWS
WHETHER YOU’RE
AFTER INTERNATIONAL
FLAVOURS, HEALTHY
DISHES OR COMFORT
FOOD, ANOOSKA
TUCKER-EVANS HAS
YOU COVERED WITH
HER PICK OF THE
LATEST COOKBOOKS
Got a cookbook for
review? Email
anooska.tuckerevans
@news.com.au

WILD DELICIOUS
AMBER ROSE
$55, PENGUIN
From the author of Love Bake
Nourish and The Wholefood Pantry
comes this healthy cookbook, with
recipes that take things back to
basics and celebrate the best of
fresh ingredients. You’ll find recipes
for everything from coal-roasted
veg and buckwheat scones to gin
cocktails and frangipane pear tart.

CHEFS HOST CHRISTMAS TOO
DARREN PURCHESE
$29.99, HARDIE GRANT BOOKS
He’s known for his fabulous sweet
creations as a guest chef on
MasterChef. Now Melbourne pastry
master Darren Purchese is putting
his spin on Christmas with this handy
little guide to the holidays. Think
everything from pork rack with
crackling to orange and soy-glazed
duck, seafood platters, and punch.

CRAVINGS: HUNGRY FOR MORE
CHRISSY TEIGEN
$45, PENGUIN
Ever wondered what a supermodel
really eats? Well here the Swimsuit
Illustrated
d model and Instagram
queen shows us. But forget boiled
chicken and lettuce leaves, the
hardcover is filled with recipes
you’ll actually want to eat, such as
prawn and pork wonton soup, and
soy-garlic fried ribs.

DESTINATION FLAVOUR
PEOPLE AND PLACES
ADAM LIAW
$50, HARDIE GRANT/SBS BOOKS
If you love Adam Liaw’s SBS TV
series Destination Flavour, you’ll
adore this book, which goes behind
the scenes of the show, offering
insights into its making, candid
moments from the road, and, most
importantly, the recipes picked up
along the way.
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